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Biographical or Historical Note
The Roswell Cemetery Care Association is a local non-profit organization founded in 1983 that served the Old Roswell Cemetery. The association looked after the headstones and grounds of the cemetery through fundraising and projects. Formed in 1836 by the Roswell United Methodist Church, the Old Roswell Cemetery contains the gravesites of many prominent Roswell residents.

Scope and Content
This collection contains news articles, photographs, books, and other ephemera related to the Roswell Cemetery Care Association. They also contain logistical documents related to meetings and projects run by the club.
**Organization Note**
Items in the collection are kept in their original scrapbook format.
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**Restrictions on access**
Unrestricted access.

**Terms Governing Use and Reproduction**
To quote in print, or otherwise reproduce in whole or in part in any publication, including on the Worldwide Web, any material from this collection, the researcher must obtain permission from (1) the owner of the physical property and (2) the holder of the copyright. Reproduction of any item must contain the complete citation to the original.
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